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Chapter VI 

An Agent Based-Model of Interpersonal Relationships in Team Sports of 

Rugby 

 

Introduction 

 

The present research aims to describe the dynamics of interpersonal coordination 

patterns on Rugby dyads, sustain that decision-making is a process based on how a 

subject relate with is environment, on a course of actions in a goal-directed behavior. In 

competitive settings such as team sports the interactions amongst subjects are complex 

(i.e. due to the multiple causes that produce multiple effects), nonlinear and 

discontinuous (i.e. when the behavior of a player changes dramatically due to other 

player’s action). Moreover the space left available to be actively explored by the players 

is crucial (e.g. such as the interpersonal distance) and due to the dynamic context of a 

match, players position are not fixed, additionally we must also account with 

differences on each individual potential (i.e. sustain on cognitions, emotions, technical 

and tactical skills, physical ability). 

The complexity of pattern forming dynamics that emerge in competitive settings 

of rugby union is influenced by multiple variables as describe above and also by nested 

control parameters such as interpersonal distance and relative velocity between an 

attacker and a defender (for additional information please see Passos, Araújo, Davids, 

Gouveia, Serpa and Milho b, submitted).  The inherent complexity of these competitive 

settings can be describe and better understand using Agent-based models (ABM’s).  

Agent-based models aim to simulate behavior in complex dynamical systems 

(e.g. social or biological) with lack of central coordination. The simulations are building 

and sustain on simple local interactions, reducing the complexity that rises from each 

agent structural abilities (e.g. emotions, physical abilities, cognitions). Moreover 

ABM’s aim to reproduce the general features that emerge due to an interdependency of 

decisions and actions within a given system. Flexibility is one major feature that 

increases the usefulness of an ABM to any performance context, allowing manipulating 

variables such as add players to a certain sub-system or change the characteristics of 

connection amongst players in the neighbourhood (i.e. interpersonal distance; relative 
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velocity; players relative position) in order to observe how the system behaves. The data 

from simulate settings through ABM’s reproduce the general properties of a given 

system under certain tasks and environmental constraints (i.e. local interaction rules), 

developing expectations about how to interact with a given system (i.e. an attacker 

defender dyad or an entire team) from an applied perspective. In other words, the 

possibility to simulate a dyadic system behavior under certain task and environmental 

constraints gave us clues on how to manipulate those tasks constraints on real world 

competitive settings in order to improve players’ decisions and actions.  

 

Agent-Based Model – A Theoretical Overview 

 

Following Macy and Willer (2002) that suggest Agent-based Models (ABM´s) 

as the most appropriate tool for studying processes that lack central coordination, what 

we purpose on this chapter is to create an Agent-Based Model that simulates the dyadic 

patterns that emerge due to self-organization from the interaction amongst players on 

attacker-defender Rugby dyads. The models focus on how simple local interactions 

generate highly intricate patterns such as participation in competitive actions where the 

agents have interdependency of decisions and actions.  

The simulation of an agent-based model (i.e. simulation of agents and their 

interactions) is often the only viable way to study populations of agents who are 

adaptive rather than fully rational. Accordingly with Bonabeau (2002) “in agent-based 

modelling (ABM), a system is modelled as a collection of autonomous decision-making 

entities called agents”. Even though ABM employs simulation, it does not aim to 

provide an accurate representation of a particular empirical application. Instead, the goal 

of ABM is to enrich our understanding of fundamental processes that may appear in a 

variety of applications. The purpose is to model the dynamics of a system as emergent 

properties (such as phase transitions already identified by Araújo et al (2002; 2004) on 

Basketball, and by Passos et al (2006) on Rugby) of local interactions (i.e. “local” refers 

to micro processes at the level of subjects interacting with neighbours), among adaptive 

agents who influence each other in a response to the influence they receive (Macy and 

Willer, 2002, p.144). The complexity of agent-based models should be in the simulated 

results, not in the assumptions of the model (Axelrod, 1997, p.5). 
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Advantages of using Agent-Based Models on the Team Sport of Rugby  

 

 The advantages of ABM over other methods of modelling can be resumed to 

three main features: i) capture emergent phenomena. Accordingly with Berry, Kiel, and 

Elliot (2002) complex adaptive systems are characterize often by agents (e.g. such as 

players in a dyadic system) interacting with each other in a dynamic, and often 

nonlinear ways. The same authors also stated that most social phenomena would fit in 

the description of a complex adaptive system. The nonlinear interactions of individual 

entities (e.g. the players) result in the emergent behavior of complex systems 

(Bonabeau, 2002). Agent based models, simulates the behavior of the system 

components (e.g. the players) and their interactions, capturing the emergence of 

structure and patterns of the system behavior from the bottom up (Berry et al, 2002; 

Bonabeau, 2002); ii) provides a natural description of a system. By natural Bonabeau 

(2002) means what subjects actually do (e.g. how the running lines of each player 

change as interpersonal distance decrease). The same author state that ABM looks for a 

system from the perspective of the behavior of its agents. Additionally, Berry et al 

(2002) suggest that such approach focuses on how local interactions amongst subjects 

serve to create larger and global structures and patterns of behavior. We state that a 

natural description focuses on the action that each subject display on his relation with 

the environment rather than describing subjects internal structure to explain behavior; 

iii) ABM is flexible. The flexibility can be characterize on three dimensions, first we can 

add more agents to the model, second we can tune the complexity of agents through 

behavior and rules of interaction, and at last we can change levels of description and 

aggregation, playing with aggregate agents, sub-groups of agents, or individual agents, 

with different levels of description coexisting in the same model.   

 

The Usefulness of an Agent-Based Model on the Team Sport of Rugby 

 

 Accordingly with Bonabeau (2002) the usefulness of an ABM is achieved when 

it applied to human systems that fulfils the following issues: i) when the interactions 

amongst subjects are, complex, nonlinear and discontinuous (i.e. when the behavior of a 

player changes dramatically due to other player’s action); ii) when the space is crucial 

(e.g. such as the interpersonal distance) and subjects position are not fixed; iii) when 

each individual potential is different. 
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 Concerning the previous issues ABM can be very useful in rugby union settings 

working as a tool that allow us to understand dynamical systems complexity through 

simple local interaction rules amongst two players in dyadic opposition. Also following 

the local interaction rules (established sustain on experimental data and/or experiential 

knowledge) it is possible to observe how the players use the space (i.e. how the attacker 

use the space to avoid the physical contact, and how the defender cover the space in 

order to tackle the attacker), specially when there is less space available on time (i.e. 

due to decreasing on interpersonal distance). Moreover due to a decreasing on 

interpersonal distance and as state before (see chapter 3) the system flow to a region of 

self-organizing criticality, within this region the individual potential to be faster than the 

opponent is paramount to be succeed. This individual potential, such as velocity, can be 

manipulated through ABM and observe how the dyadic system behave.  

 

Assumptions of an Agent-Based Model on the Team Sport of Rugby 

 

 Macy and Willer (2002) suggest that an ABM should be sustaining on three 

assumptions: i) agents are autonomous, this means there are no central authority, the 

system dynamic patterns emerge from the local interactions amongst subjects as 

autonomous decision-makers, this is what several authors called bottom-up; ii) agents 

are interdependent, this means that players influence others in response to the influence 

that received. Every time a player action’s alters some key issue in the environment 

(such as his position related to an opponent), this will influence his opponent decision 

and action. A player decision and action it depends on the other player decision and 

action; iii) agents follow simple rules, in the form of norms, conventions, protocols, 

moral and social habits.  

 

An Agent-Based Model for 1v1 on Rugby 

 

The model suggested here is a “spatial model” similar to predator-prey model 

meaning that describe the behavior of a certain system concerning the subjects (e.g. 

attacker-defender dyads) flow distribution on the space, and the local rules seem to be 

set by spatial variables, such as interpersonal distance. As Werfel and Bar-Yam (2004) 

we also considered a spatially distributed system of an interacting pair of subjects (e.g. 

attacker-defender dyad in rugby), whose interactions (constraint by spatial variables 
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such as interpersonal distance) may be classified as predator-prey, pathogen-host or any 

other association in which one subject relies on another subject for success to the later 

detriment.  

The purpose of this model is to describe the dynamics of interpersonal 

coordination patterns on Rugby dyads, as stated before the theoretical background of 

this study sustain that decision-making is a process based on how a subject relate with is 

environment, on a course of actions in a goal-directed behavior (e.g. how an attacker 

relate with the defender, on a ongoing decision making of the appropriate course of 

actions to achieve his goal, to avoid the contact and score a try). The course of actions 

of both players led to the emergence of interpersonal coordination patterns, with a 

certain structure and organization. The simulation provide by ABM allows us to 

modified task constraints (such as field dimensions) or parameters (such as speed 

differences amongst players) and watch how the interpersonal coordination patterns 

behave.   

 

Promoting norms to set behavioral local rules 

 

Accordingly with Axelrod (1997), large number of subjects often displays a high 

degree of coordinated behavior that serves to regulate conflict. When this coordinated 

behavior takes place without the intervention of a central authority to regulate the 

behavior, we tend to attribute the coordinated behavior and the resulting regulation of 

conflict to existence of norms. 

What are the norms on a rugby game? The answer to this question will help us to 

set the behavioral local rules to be applied on the agent-based model. By definition a 

norm exist in a given social setting to the extent that individuals usually act in a certain 

way and are often punished when seen not to be acting in this way (Axelrod, 1997, p. 

47). Axelrod (1997) sustain that according with this behavioural definition the extent to 

which a certain action is a norm depends on just how often the action is taken and just 

how often someone is punished for not taking it. To explain norms Axelrod suggest the 

evolutionary approach (Axelrod, 1997). This approach assume that players used 

individual strategies with each other to achieve a recompense based upon their decision 

and the decisions of the others, in other words the players observe and act through each 

other actions to make is own decisions and actions. There is no need to assume that the 

subject is rational and understands the full strategic implications of the situation. The 
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most effective individuals (i.e. high level of payoffs) are more likely to be chosen or 

remain in the team. 

The evolutionary approach aim to explain three issues: i) how norms arise; ii) 

how norms are maintained; iii) how one norm displaced another.  

Applying the evolutionary theory to an agent based model of 1v1 situation on 

rugby, we suggest that norms arise and maintained based on the principles of the game 

for the attack (i.e. get the ball, go forward and get it into the space, be the first in the 

support, maintain pressure) and for the defence (i.e. pressure, cover, depth) 

(Greenwood, 2003). These principles act as task constraints, bounded the behavior of 

the players seeking to be succeed. On the social setting of rugby game every decision-

making and actions are constrain by this principles of the game, and if a player avoid 

them (e.g. not penetrate into the space to go forward; not doing enough pressure) is 

punished in the direct sense that it is not contributing for the team or individual success. 

The norms might change accordingly with the players position on every moment of the 

game (e.g. if a player have the ball it is suppose to get into the space; if a player is 

defending in the front three is suppose to make pressure denying the initiative to the 

attackers)  

The principles of the game and the norms that arise from them support the 

behavioral local rules that we set for our agent based model. The rules established the 

components interactions that led to a pattern formation (Bar-Yam, 2005 One week 

intensive course on complex systems communication). In social systems the local rules 

are related with the subjects that structure a pattern such as a collective behavior. In 

team sports a player’s action it depends on is team-mates and opponent action, due to 

this feature the local rules should gather information concerning each player team-mates 

and opponents. Behavioral rule #1 if there is no player in front the players keep is 

running line forward (means go forward get it into the space); Behavioral rule #2 from a 

certain interpersonal distance (created randomly), the attacker running line will change 

(go forward and get it into the space avoiding the defender); Behavioral rule #3 the 

defender go forward (pressure) and have the ability to predict (i.e. based in 

mathematical calculation) where the collision point takes place, and in that sense alter 

his position on the field in order to achieve that point.  
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Methods 

 

Create an Agent-Based Model 

 

 The present model was built on Visual Basic. The codes and commands used to 

perform the simulate behaviour of a 1v1 dyad were sustain on the behavioural local 

rules previously define. The outcome is display in a top view graphical format.  

   

Agent-Based Model Evaluation 

 

To evaluate the presented model we sustain on a series of recommendations used 

to assess agent-based models suggest by Macy and Willer (2002): i) experiment; ii) test 

robustness; and iii) test external validity. However the present model only simulates few 

features of the 1v1 situations. Thus the data only allowed testing the external validity.  

   

 Test external validity 

 

It is suppose that the model describe real world behaviour of interacting agents. 

Bonabeau (2002) suggest validation through expert judgement. To avoid inherent bias 

that involve the expert judgement we suggest a comparison of the patterns of the 

collective variable from real world and model data. Based on the results of the 

collective variable achieved by Passos et al (a) (submitted) (please see chapter 4). We 

hypothesized that three of four phases of the self-organize process could be identified 

on the collective variable produced by the ABM: i) approach phase; ii) phase transition; 

iii) emergent state of order. The critical fluctuations are not contemplate; the main 

reason is because we do not introduce (yet) error in the defender performance, generally 

the defender acquire a position on the field that only left one side of the field available 

to be used by the attacker, this defender behaviour led that the attacker after a first 

change in the running line, kept it until reach the goal (i.e. the try line) or be tackled by 

the defender.    

 To calculate the collective variable were used the same procedures already 

performed for the real world data (please see Chapter 4).  
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Results 

 

The Agent-Based Model of 1v1 Dyads in Rugby 

Figure 1 display three different outcomes performed by the model. Figure 1.a 

simulates a clean try situation and figure 1. b simulate a tackle where the attacker passed 

the defender and figure 1.c simulate a successful tackle. The black line it represents the 

defender trajectory and the grey line it represents the attacker trajectory. 

For the clean try situation (figure 1.a) it is possible to observe that the defender 

(black line) remain close to the 7 meters, while the attacker (grey line) achieved the 10 

meters (i.e. the try line). For the a tackle where the attacker passed the defender (figure 

1.b) it is possible to observe the defender follow the attacker quite close to the try line, 

and for the effective tackle (figure 1.c) the dyadic system remain between the 5 and the 

6 meters, moreover the attacker never passes the defender, this means that an effective 

tackle takes place.  
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Figure 1. Agent-based model simulations of 1v1 Rugby dyads. 
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Agent-Based Model Evaluation 

 

 External validity 

 

 The aim of this chapter is to present a comparative analysis between the agent 

based model data and the real world data from attacker-defender dyads in Rugby Union. 

This comparative analysis is based on the collective variable patterns for both situations, 

agent-based model and real world situations. This methodology aim to visually search 

for similar structure in coordination patterns, between model and real world data (for 

more insights on this analysis see Bar-Yam, 2005; Lim, Metzler and Bar-Yam, 2007).  

 

 A comparative qualitative analysis of the collective variable 

 

Results are presented in three levels of analysis: i) identification of the three 

coordination patterns for both situations, ABM and real world data; ii) identification of 

different phases of a self-organized process such as approach phase, phase transitions, 

and new states of order for both agent-based and real world data and; iii) a comparison 

of the phase space to identified the three attractors that emerge in rugby dyadic 

situations.  

In figure 2 and regarding the three coordination patterns both graphics display a 

visually similar structure of collective variable. As it happens for real world data, agent-

based model data allowed us to classify three different outcomes which are common for 

agent-based model and real data for each trial: i) a clean try situation (black dashed line) 

where contact between an attacker and a defender did not occur; ii) a tackle situation 

occurred where the attacker passed the defender (grey line); and iii), an effective tackle 

was made by the defender which stopped the attacker (black line). The black line 

represents an effective tackle situation, and for both ABM and real world data, there is 

no zero crossing, and the system outcome remains in the neighborhood of the 90º of 

collective variable values. The grey line represents a tackle where the attacker passes 

the defender, for both ABM and real world data a zero crossing occurs (i.e. 

approximately at 1,8 sec for ABM and approximately 3,4 sec for real world data), and 

the system outcome remains close to 0º. The black dashed line represents a clean try 

situation and once again for both ABM and real world data, a zero crossing takes place 

(i.e. approximately at 1,8 sec for ABM and approximately 2 sec for real world data), 
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and the system outcome for both situations locate in the neighborhood of -90º of 

collective variable values.    

In figure 2 as display in both graphics it is possible to identify three phases of a 

self-organized process, the approach phase, the phase transition, and the emergence of 

the new state of order (please see Figure 2).  

1v1 Agent Based Model
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Figure 2. Three outcomes for Rugby dyads. A comparison between ABM and real 

world data.  

 

 Phase space analysis 

 

In these plots (Figure 3) three different outcomes in state space can be observed: 

i) a try situation where the collective variable achieved values close to - 90º degrees; ii) 

a tackle took place but the attacker passed the defender and the collective variable 

values stayed between 0º and  - 20º; and iii), when the attacker did not pass the defender 

(i.e. when an effective tackle took place), and the collective variable values remained 

close to +90º.  
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Figure 3. Phase space of 1v1 dyads in Rugby. A comparison between agent-based 

model and real world data. 

 

The results presented in Figure 3 are consistent for both agent-based model and 

real world data. 

 

Discussion 

 

 The collective variable values calculated based on agent-based model data 

(please see Figure 2) allow us to identify the three coordination patterns: i) effective 

tackle (black line); ii) tackle but the attacker passes the defender (grey line); and iii) 

clean try situation (black dashed line) similar to those found for real world data. 

Through a comparative qualitative analysis with the real world data it is possible to 

identify for the ABM data: i) the zero crossing (i.e. the moment where the attacker 

passes the defender); ii) the final outcome of the system; and iii) the different phases of 

a self-organized process (i.e. approach phase, phase transitions, new states of order).  

Moreover as display in both graphics for the three different coordination patterns 

the trajectories in the state space remain within the same values for the model and real 

data. Therefore it is lawful to suggest that the 1v1 agent-based model is simulating the 

main features that represent two players in Rugby dyadic interaction. As state before 
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(please see p.92) agent-based models employs simulation, it does not aim to provide an 

accurate representation of a particular empirical application.  

The simulation of the general features of two players in opposition (such as 

attacker defender dyads in rugby union) led us to the suggestion that ABM is able to 

create simulated settings allowing variables manipulation (e.g. increasing or decreasing 

field dimensions; set differences in players top velocity) in order to observe how the 

dyadic system behave.  

 

Conclusions 

 

 This is an ongoing research line. Although it is lawful to conclude that it is 

possible to create an agent-based model that simulates highly complex behaviours such 

as players’ interactions in 1v1 situations, using very simple rules.  Displaying the main 

features of a dyadic interaction in a competitive setting led us to conclude that agent-

based model is a reliable tool to describe the complexity of a dynamical system. 
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